Emergancy Assistance to Displaced People from Koya Sanjaq District:

Koya Sanjaq district is located in the Erbil Governorate of Iraqi Kurdistan, and its population is between 50,000-100,000. Today on (8/9/2018) it has been gone through an aerial bombardment which it led to displacing massive numbers of civilian form host community and Iranian refugees inside the camps.

Responding to that disaster BCF with a special team by supervision of (Musa Ahmed) the president of BCF delivered emergency aids to the displaced people, and the aid was consisting of (blankets, Food baskets, water, biscuits, juice, baby formula) and it was distributed among the displaced people as follows:

- 900 Blankets
- 300 Food baskets
- 3,600 Bottles of Water
- 300 Packs of Biscuits
- 300 Packs of Baby formula
- 300 Packs of juice